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1 Purpose
This document has been written in support of a research project to publicly demonstrate
and document how a high assurance product can be developed and distributed. A high
assurance product is one for which its users have a high level of confidence that its
security policies will be enforced continuously and correctly. Such products are
constructed so that they can be analyzed for these characteristics. Lifecycle activities
ensure that the product reflects the intent to ensure that the product is trustworthy and that
vigorous efforts have been made to ensure the absence of unspecified functionality,
whether accidental or intentional.
The Common Criteria (CC) [1] was used as a guide to determine the necessary steps that
would lead to a high assurance product.
The purpose of this document is described below:
1. This document describes the high-level procedures and policy for Configuration
Management (CM).
2. The objectives of this CM plan include: ensuring the integrity of the configuration
items, tracking changes to the configuration items, and ensuring only authorized
changes are made to the configurations items.

2 Scope
1. The items to be managed under this plan include any documents, source code,
specifications, and other items written, used or developed, including bug reports,
security flaws, and development tools, as part of the product development
process. These items shall be listed in the document entitled ‘Configuration Item
List’, which itself shall be managed according to this plan.
2. This plan applies to engineering documentation, manuals, reports, hardware,
firmware, and software related to the product being developed.

3 Functions and Responsibilities
1. Configuration Manager - The Configuration Manager is responsible for ensuring
that procedures and policies of this CM plan are followed throughout the
development process. The Configuration Manager is also responsible for ensuring
the integrity of items placed under CM, and for ensuring that configuration items
are not accepted into CM by the person who developed the configuration item.
The Configuration Manager shall place into CM only those items approved by the
Change Control Board (CCB) and shall only accept those items from the CCB,
not directly from a developer. The Configuration Manager is responsible for
recording and archiving the minutes of the CCB meetings.
2. Project Manager - The Project Manager is responsible for the overall direction
and management of the project. Additionally, the Project Manager is responsible
for conducting audits of the CM system, and procedures, as defined in 'Audits and
Reviews' (see Section 7).
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3. Configuration Item leader - The Configuration Item leader is responsible for
managing the development of a particular Configuration Item (CI). In the case of
CM issues, the CI leader is responsible for reviewing, and approving/denying, all
change requests for the particular CI before submitting the change requests to the
CCB.
4. Security Analyst - The Security Analyst is responsible for ensuring that all
security relevant aspects of a change request are considered. The Security Analyst
takes a big picture view, keeping in mind the entire project, not just a single CI.
5. CCB Chair - The CCB Chair is appointed by the Configuration Manager, and is
responsible for running the CCB meetings and resolving any conflicts that might
arise between the different participants.
6. Change Control Board - The Change Control Board (CCB) is responsible for
ensuring that the change control procedures outlined in this CM plan are
followed. The CCB shall be made up of the Project Manager, the Configuration
Manager, the Security Analyst, the Configuration Item leader(s) and members of
the technical development staff. The CCB has the authority for approving change
requests. Unanimous approval by all CCB members is required for all change
requests.
7. Technical Development Staff - Each member of the development staff is
responsible for following the procedures and policies outlined in this plan. This
includes reviewing technical content pertaining to change requests.

4 Configuration Item Identification
Items to be managed by this plan shall have a unique identifier. Since this plan is
intended to apply to multiple projects, the identifier shall consist of two parts: the first
part identifying the project the item belongs to, and the second part shall be an identifier
of the item within the project. Each project shall document how Configuration Items are
uniquely identified.

5 Change Control
1. All changes to configuration items, including the initial version of an item, shall
be reviewed and approved according to the following procedure.
a. A change request shall be completed for each change, as described in the
Configuration Management Procedures. [2]
b. Each change request shall be tracked by the CM system. When a change is
submitted to the CCB, it shall be assigned a 'change request number' and
status. The status for a change request shall be one of the following:
Pending
The change request has been submitted to the CCB
Approved
The change request has been approved by the CCB
Completed
The change request is complete, and all items have been checked
into CM. The change request itself is placed into CM.
Resubmit
2
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The change request has been denied by the CCB; a resubmittal is
possible.
Denied
The change request has been denied by the CCB, no further action
shall be taken on the request. The change request itself is placed
into CM.
Table 1
State
Pending
Pending
Pending
Resubmit
Approved

Change Request States

Action
Submit Change
Request to CCB
Deny Change
Request
Approve Change
Request
Ask for Resubmittal
Correct/Update
items and Change
Request
Place items into CM

Signature
Originator and CI
leader
CCB chair

New State
Pending

CCB chair and
Project Manager
none
CI leader

Approved

Configuration
Manager

Completed

Denied

Resubmit
Pending

c. All pending configuration items to be changed shall be listed on the
change request form. The change request shall document the reason for the
change, as well as actual changes to the configuration item.
d. If new items are to be added, unique identifiers shall be assigned to them,
and they shall be added to the 'Configuration Item List' for the project.
e. Items to be changed shall be reviewed by the CI leader to verify that the
change is consistent across all relevant, or related, parts of the project.
Changes to externally visible interfaces, whether at the project level, or for
an internal component, shall include changes to the appropriate
specifications, and user manuals.
f. The CCB shall review, and approve/deny/ask for resubmittal, all change
requests. All changes shall be reviewed and accepted according to the
Acceptance Plan (see below).
g. With the exception of the 'Resubmit' state, all changes in the state of a
change request shall require the signature of the person(s) identified in
Table 1.
h. Change requests eligible for resubmittal shall be sent back to the CI leader
with directions for corrective actions before the change request can be
resubmitted to the CCB.
i. For each approved change request, the Configuration Manager shall
ensure that the reviewed items are placed into CM. The Configuration

3
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Manager shall also set the status of the change request to Completed, and
place the change request into CM.
j. For each denied change request, the Configuration Manager shall set the
status of the change request to Denied, and place the change request into
CM.

6 Status Accounting
1. The CM system shall track the status of each configuration item, as well as the
status of change requests.
2. For each configuration item, the CM system shall be able to report:
a. The current version.
b. For each change to a configuration item: the date of the change; the person
responsible for the change; the change request number.
c. Differences between any two versions of a CI.
3. For each change request that has been submitted to the CCB, the CM system shall
be able to report:
a. The status of the change request.
4. For each Completed change request, the CM system shall be able to report:
a. The date of the change
b. The person responsible for the change
c. A complete list of all items changed
5. For each project, the CM system shall be able to report:
a. A complete list of all configuration items.
b. All change requests for items within the project.

7 Audits and Reviews
1. An audit of the CM procedures shall consist of periodic reviews of Completed
change requests. The reviews shall determine that each change described in the
change request is reflected in the CM system. Additionally, the change request
shall be reviewed for completeness (e.g., signatures).
2. As a cross check, periodic reviews of selected CI's shall be performed to ensure
that all changes are documented in completed change requests.
3. The Project Manager shall be responsible for determining how often the CM audit
is performed, as well as selecting the non-CM staff to do the audit.

8 CM System Tools and Usage
1. To support the automated generation of the product, the CM system shall be able
to provide a read-only master copy of all CIs that make up the product.
2. To ensure the integrity of the items in CM, the developer/modifier of a CI shall
not be the person that accepts the CI into CM.
3. The CM tools and procedures are documented in the CM System Users Guide.

9 Protection of CM System
1. The computer system that hosts the CM system and configuration item storage
shall be protected from modification by people and computers external to the
4
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project. To do this the CM system shall be isolated from other computers and
networks. All transfers of changed CIs to the CM system shall be done using
removable media (e.g., CDs). All retrieval of CIs from the CM system shall also
be done using removable media.
2. As a further precaution, only staff authorized to accept CI changes shall be given
access to the CM system.
3. The Configuration Manager shall be responsible for ensuring all CM related items
in paper form (e.g. Change Requests) are protected.
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Appendix A – Naming Convention for Files and Directories
Files destined to be baselined into the CM file tracking system, and the directory
structure for those files, shall adhere to the following restrictions:
• Only the following characters can be used for names: A-Z, a-z, 0-9, '.' [period], '_'
[underscore], '-', hyphen.
• Upper-case is allowed, as long as there is uniqueness of all names maintained
within the same directory when names are normalized to lower-case.
• Names shall not begin or end with a period.
• Only one period shall be used per name.
• The following names shall not be used: com[1-9], lpt[1-9], con, nul, prn.
These restrictions will eliminate cross-platform file name incompatibilities, problems
with file transfer, as well as problems dealing with other characters when writing scripts
to process files.
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